If you would like to learn more about the Downtown Provo Monthly Mural Program, including artist inquiries and volunteer opportunities, send us a direct message on Instagram. www.downtownprovo.org

We've created this map to help you discover the 30+ murals and hidden gems around Downtown Provo.

In 2018, Downtown Provo Inc. created the Downtown Provo Monthly Mural Program. Our program chooses talented artists, connects them with creative property owners, and then provides funding to facilitate a new mural every month.

Visit downtownprovo.org/maps to stay updated on the new murals being created each month.
DOWNTOWN PROVO MURAL GUIDE

1. Leuven Provo Bike Mural 470 W CENTER ST | Tucked back between foxtail flowers and rent-a-center.
2. Provo Bicycle Collective* 397 E 200 N (East Side) Designed by George Patterson and painted by community members.
3. Albert Einstein Pixel Mural 150 S 100 W | Tute Genomics commissioned several pixel murals in this area. See if you can find all of them!
5. Maeser Park Mural* 600 S 500 E | Commissioned by the Maeser Neighborhood and designed by Alex Vaughn.
9. The Birds and the Bee 163 W CENTER ST | Painted by London artist Louis Masai
10. What Are You Waiting For 145 N UNIVERSITY AVE (North Side) | Created by a BYU graphic design class with help from a local elementary school.
11. The Best Gift Is You 25 W 400 S Suite 001 | Created by artist Laura Hendricks
12. Provo Lights 225 W CENTER ST | An LED installation created by Dean Cheesman in collaboration with Downtown Provo.
13. CHOM Mural 45 W 300 N | Created by artist Laura Hendricks
14. Startup Hallway Mural* 111 W 600 S (Inside) | Created by local artist Megan Arne.
15. This Is Our Home* 113 W 600 S | Created by a BYU graphic design class with help from a local elementary school.
16. Laura ProLab Mural* 283 N UNIVERSITY AVE (North Side) | Created by artist Laura Hendricks
17. Havoc ProLab Mural* 23 W 400 S Suite 001 | Created by artist Havoc Hendricks
18. Scooter Mural* 302 S 500 W | North side of The Scooter Lounge
19. Faces of Provo* 163 N UNIVERSITY AVE | Painted by The Neighborhood Art Center + over 100 community members
20. Lars Color Mural* 31 W 400 S (West Side) | Painted by the House That Lars Built and community members.
21. Ancestry Mural 43 S 200 N (East Side) | Created by the Ancestry UX team
22. Project Tala Mural 283 N UNIVERSITY AVE (South Side) | Painted by #ProjectTala
23. Mountain Mural 295 W CENTER ST (South Side) | Painted by Havoc Hendricks
24. Roadrunner Mural* 148 W 600 S (South Side) | Painted by Rafael & Chase Studios
25. Tiger Mural* 82 W 500 S (West Side) | Painted by Billy Hensler
26. Color Block Wall 150 S 100 W | Painted by Reid Robinson
27. Fish Kiss Mural 32 FREEDOM BLVD | Painted by Community members.
28. One Time In Provo 250 W CENTER ST | Created by Alex Vaughn and sponsored by Google Fiber.
29. The Empress 145 N UNIVERSITY AVE (West Side) | Painted by Haily South.
30. Shapes Mural* 463 N UNIVERSITY AVE (Parking Lot) | Painted by Alex Vaughn.
31. The Dialogue With Everything 117 N UNIVERSITY AVE (South Side) | Painted by Jake Reedy.

* Monthly Mural Program
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